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ABSTRACT 

The domain of requirements engineering (RE) is intercepted by the interest of a wider community in the software 

industry. The role of RE is inevitable in the success and failure of software projects. RE is a multi-dimensional area 

and it is comprised of stakeholder analysis, requirements elicitation, and requirements prioritization mainly. In RE, 

the valuable requirements are explored from a critical set of stakeholders and these requirements are prioritized in 

order to design a system of high assurance. Several systematic literature reviews (SLR) are written related to RE 

domain which deliver a comprehensive knowledge in the domain of RE. Hence, currently no SLR exists that is able 

to provide an aggregate knowledge about RE intricacies. In this research, the different systematic reviews were 

investigated in order to aggregate the generated knowledge in different sub-domains of RE. This research highlights 

the objectives, sub-objectives of the existing SLRs and also presents information about RE issues in different 

perspectives. Initially, 214 studies were identified and only 39 studies were included in this SLR for research and 

analysis purposes.  

Keywords: software requirements engineering; systematic literature review; systematic mapping studies; 

requirements engineering goals; requirements engineering issues; quality aspects; 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Requirements engineering (RE) is the most difficult part of software development life cycle. Brooks implicitly 

states that “the hardest single part of building a software system is deciding precisely what to build... Therefore, the 

most important function that the software builder performs for the client is the iterative extraction and refinement of 

the product requirements” [1]. In RE domain different key practices are applied in order to gather requirements for a 

successful development. RE is a sub-domain in software engineering (SE). Different researchers have defined RE 

differently. As stated by Zave “requirements engineering is the branch of software engineering concerned with the 

real-world goals for, functions of, and constraints on software systems. It is also concerned with the relationship of 

these factors to precise specifications of software behaviour, and to their evolution over time and across software 

families” [2].  

RE cloud is multifaceted and provides opportunities of research in several domains. The three key domains in RE 

are stakeholder analysis, requirements elicitation, and requirements prioritization along with other mandatory 

dimensions. The first and foremost domain in RE is stakeholder analysis. Tom Gilb defines a stakeholder, in his 

‘plangauge’, as ‘any person or organisational group with an interest in, or ability to affect, the system or its 

environment’ [3]. Stakeholders are the key entities during REP. Hence, the selection of highly valuable stakeholders 

has a significant impact on the RE process. A wide range of stakeholder analysis approaches are presented so far. 

However, there are few with diverse dimensions which focus the software stakeholders like [4-20]. All these 
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stakeholder analysis approaches lack uniformity due to their application in diverse domains with peculiar analysis 

methods. However, some of the approaches are using existing methods with a little variation. The second key domain 

of RE is REP. Requirements “elicitation is the process by means of which software analyst gathers information, about 

the problem domain,” [21] from key stakeholders. Several requirements elicitation techniques are presented with a 

blend of individual identity, hybrid and intermittent applications and methodologies like [22-32]. The third most 

important dimension of research in RE is requirements prioritization. In requirements prioritization the key needs of 

the stakeholders or users are prioritized based on some criteria in order to develop a system of high assurance [33], 

[34]. Near about 50 of the requirements prioritization techniques are proposed based on different measurement scales 

like ordinal scale, nominal scale, interval scale and ratio scale. Some of the software requirements prioritization 

approaches are analytical hierarchy process [35], cost-value approach [36], B-Tree prioritize [37], cumulative voting 

or the 100 Dollar test [38], numerical assignment [39], ranking, top ten requirements [40], planning game [41], theory 

w or win-win model [42], VIRP [43] and several other hybrid derivatives. In this research, we have adopted a 

systematic literature review (SLR) as per guidelines given in [44]. Several systematic literature reviews (SLR) are 

written related to RE domain in order to summarize the research contributions in a particular sub domain of RE. 

However, the purpose of this research is to aggregate the results of existing SLRs related to the focused goals and 

highlighted issues in RE process. An initial review protocol of the research is conducted in [45] that summarizes the 

research studies only. The effective RE practices are applied in order to make the things visible in the dense cloud of 

RE as shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure. 1 Requirements cloud 

RE has ever been a live research domain in software engineering. In this research, the major focus is on SLRs. 

Hence, a holistic background of the existing SLRs has been presented in this section. This section however, does not 

focus on the different phases of SLR due to the enormous information that is available to researchers. An SLR has 

been presented on software requirements prioritization that summarizes the knowledge in areas like SLR and 

traditional views, RE and requirements prioritization, phases or design of an SLR, the way to conduct an SLR, and 

the final focus is on that how to conduct a high quality research in the domain of requirements prioritization [46]. The 

SLR conducted in [47] highlighted the effectiveness of the different software requirements prioritization approaches 

in terms of their applicability for smaller to larger datasets. It has been noted that most of the techniques are applied 

on smaller to medium datasets and few have been reported as suitable for prioritizing large number of requirements. 

A taxonomy of the errors is reported in an SLR for better visualization of requirements errors [48]. An SLR conducted 
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in [49] highlights the practices of RE in the field of multi-agent systems. “A multi-agent system is a specific system 

that is composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents”[49].  

The remaining paper is divided into 3 major sections. Section 2 gives the details of the research process. Section 

3 is about results and discussions and the last Section 4 is about conclusion of the research study.   

2. RESEARCH PROCESS 

The guidelines proposed by Barbra Kitchenham for systematic literature review are followed here as discussed in 

[45]. However, some of the modifications are made in research questions that are shown in next sub-section.  

a) Research questions 

An SLR is written in order to aggregate and summarize the knowledge holistically in a given research domain. 

The significant contributions are identified based on the empirical evidence. The research papers included in this SLR 

are analysed based on some key research questions. Hence, in order to explore and aggregate the research contributions 

in the existing RE SLRs the following research questions are focused in this study: 

1. RQ1: What are the objectives and sub-objectives of the existing SLRs about RE? 

2. RQ2: What issues have been addressed in existing SLRs about RE? 

3. RQ3: Who is going to conduct research on SLRs in the domain of RE? 

The research questions are formulated based on the motivation described in Section 1. Moreover, the four key 

viewpoints of population, intervention, outcome and experimental design are also taken into account in order to 

comprehend the above-mentioned research questions [44]. The population represents the research papers that focus 

on SLRs related to the RE domain. The intervention is associated with the issues and research directions in the RE. 

The outcome is associated with an aggregate or summarized knowledge collected from the SLRs in the domain of RE. 

However, no specific experimental design is focused in the development and formulation of research questions. The 

research question RQ1 is associated with the key objectives of the SLRs. This question helps to find out the aims and 

research directions highlighted in different domains of the RE in the given SLRs. The RQ1 deals at a higher level of 

abstraction and provides an overview of the conducted SLRs. In order to carry out the nano-exploration (deep research) 

the RQ2 is formulated. The RQ2 deals with the issues and problems found and tackled in the current RE research. 

This research questions helps in understanding the different dimensions of the problems which are dealt with by the 

scientists. The RQ3 is formulated to find out that at who is involved in aggregating the knowledge in different domains 

of RE in the form of SLRs. 

b) Data results  

The research studies in the domain of RE were selected and evaluated. The studies that were selected were based 

on our above-mentioned research questions. Only the final studies were considered and all duplicate studies are not 

included in this research. Table 1 highlights the selected studies in the domain of RE.  

Table. 1 Selected systematic literature reviews and mapping studies 

Study 

Code 

Author Year Reference Focused Domain Article 

Type 

Published 

In 

S[1] Kashif 2006 [46] RE Prioritization SLR Thesis 

S[2] Qiao Ma 2009 [47] RE Prioritization SLR Thesis 

S[3] Gursimran and Jeffrey 2009 [48] RE Errors SLR Journal 

S[4] Blanes et al. 2009 [49] RE for Multi-Agent Systems SLR Book 

S[5] Ivarsson and Gorschek 2009 [50] Technology Transfer SLR Journal 

S[6] Nicolas and Toval 2009 [51] Specifications Generation SLR Journal 

S[7] Nelly et al. 2009 [52] Specifications Techniques SMP Symposium 

S[8] Richard et al. 2010 [53] Requirements Quality SLR Conference 

S[9] Alves et al. 2010 [54] RE for Software Product 

Lines 

SLR Journal 
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S[10] Loniewski et al. 2010 [55] RE in Model- Driven 

Development 

SLR Book 

S[11] Rabiser et al. 2010 [56] Product Derivation SLR Journal 

S[12] Mellado et al. 2010 [57] RE for Security SLR Journal 

S[13] Jan and Ibrar 2010 [58] Value-based Software 

Engineering 

SLR Thesis 

S[14] Iankoulova and 

Daneva 

2011 [59] RE for Security SLR Conference 

S[15] Dieste et al. 2011 [21] RE Elicitation SLR Journal 

S[16] Ghanavati et al. 2011 [60] RE for Business Process SLR Workshop 

S[17] Yue et al. 2011 [61] Transformation Approaches SLR Journal 

S[18] Barmi et al. 2011 [62] Alignment of RE and Testing SMP Conference 

S[19] Saha et al. 2012 [63] RE Creativity SLR Conference 

S[20] Martı´nez-Ruiz et al. 2012 [64] Software Process SLR Journal 

S[21] Li et al. 2012 [65] Requirements Evolution SLR Conference 

S[22] Torkar et al. 2012 [66] Requirements Traceability SLR Journal 

S[23] Tekaet al. 2012 [67] Service Description SLR Book 

S[24] Lai et al. 2012 [68] Distributed RE SLR Journal 

S[25] Lemos et al. 2012 [69] RE Creativity SLR Conference 

S[26] Mohebzada et al. 2012 [69] RE for Recommendation 

systems 

SLR Conference 

S[27] Pacheco and Garcia 2012 [70] RE Stakeholders SLR Journal 

S[28] Rinkevicˇs and Torkar 2013 [71] RE Prioritization SLR Journal 

S[29] Pergher and Rossi 2013 [72] RE Prioritization SMP Conference 

S[30] Meth et al. 2013 [73] RE Elicitation SLR Journal 

S[31] Pitangueira et al. 2013 [74] RE Selection and 

Prioritization 

SLR Book 

S[32] Achimugu et al. 2014 [75] RE Prioritization SLR Journal 

S[33] Babar et al. 2014 [76] RE Stakeholders SLR Journal 

S[34] Rahul Thakurta 2014 [77] RE Prioritization SLR Journal 

S[35] Yang et al. 2014 [78] RE for Self-Adaptive 

Systems 

SLR Book 

S[36] Dermeval et al. 2014 [79] Use of Ontologies in RE SLR Symposium 

S[37] Norman and Joerg 2015 [80] RE Prioritization SLR Book 

S[38] Rahul Thakurta 2016 [81] RE Prioritization SMP Journal 

S[39] Pérez García, et al. 2016 [82] RE Evolution SLR Journal 

 

Table 2 shows the different types of RE research domains. The research studies are divided into different 

categories, of Prioritization, Elicitation, Stakeholders, Security, Creativity and Miscellaneous, based on domain type. 

From data given in Table 2 it is evident that requirements prioritization, elicitation, stakeholders’ analysis, RE 

practices for security and RE creativity are hot issues in the domain of RE. The issue of prioritization is the focus of 

25% of the studies. Requirements elicitation is the focus of 5.12% studies. Stakeholder analysis is the focus of 5.12% 

studies, security requirements is the focus of 5.12% research studies, the issue of creativity is focused by 5.12% of the 

research studies. However, a percentage of 53.84% focuses on miscellaneous aspects or sub-domains of the RE. 

Table. 2 SLRs domains 

Domain Type Included Studies Total 

Studies 

Percentage 

Prioritization S[1], S[2], S[28], S[29],S[31], S[32], S[34], S[37], S[38] 9 25% 

Elicitation S[15], S[30] 2 5.12% 
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Stakeholders S[27], S[33] 2 5.12% 

Security S[12], S[14] 2 5.12% 

Creativity S[19], S[25] 2 5.12% 

Miscellaneous  S[3], S[4], S[5], S[6], S[7], S[8], S[9], S[10], S[11], 

S[13], S[16], S[17], S[18], S[20], S[21], S[22], S[23], 

S[24], S[26], S[35], S[39] 

21 53.84% 

Figure 2 shows the details of publications research sources and frequency. Majority of the papers they are 

published in reputed journals, conferences, book chapters, thesis, workshops and symposiums. Figure 4 shows the 

yearly frequency of the publications and it is found that most of the research in SLRs related to RE is performed in a 

time bracket of year 2009 to year 2012. However, research in RE in other years is comparatively not enough. 

 

Figure. 2 Research sources and publication frequency 

 

Figure. 3 Year wise percentages of publications 
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3. RESULTS FROM SECONDARY STUDIES 
 

3.1 RQ1: Objectives and sub-objectives of the SLRs 

In RQ1, the main objectives and sub-objectives of the SLRs are explored in order to investigate the key focused 

dimensions for a given area of the RE. This research question is designed to integrate the knowledge based on the 

main objectives and associated sub-objectives of the SLRs. Later on, based on this research we can find the key 

deviations of the reported results from main and sub-objectives of the research. The key objectives of the SLRs will 

help to further narrow down the research. Table 3 highlights the key objectives of the selected SLRs. 

Table. 3 Objectives of the existing SLRs 

SLR 

Code 

SLR Objective 

S[1] To analyse the existing requirements prioritization techniques and to develop a research framework in 

order to align research in the domain of software requirement prioritization. The alignment of any new 

research is highly vital in order to make it useful for the intended community. The concept may be 

applied generically in the domain of software RE. 

S[2] To analyse the efficiency of the existing requirements prioritization approaches in terms of scalability. 

The measurement of efficiency serves as a scale that at which level the new contribution is going to 

contribute in enhancing the performance as compared to the previous scenarios. 

S[3] To identify and classify types of requirement errors into a taxonomy to support the prevention and 

detection of errors. Different taxonomies may be defined in order to categories the knowledge in 

different sub-domains of the software RE. 

S[4] The research investigates the application of requirements engineering techniques in order to develop 

Multi-Agent Systems. Researchers are developing different techniques in different domains of RE but 

there is a need to validate these techniques by applying them in real domains in order to check the 

worth of the proposed technique. 

S[5] The main goal of the research is to investigate that to what extent the industry professionals adopt the 

reported technologies in the domain of requirements engineering. In the present scenarios people are 

busy in presenting research in RE but there is a need to look at the point that either industry wants 

your methods or not.  

S[6] To analyse the research that focuses on software engineering models and textual requirements. 

Moreover, “to find methods and techniques dealing with the generation, translation, combination, 

integration, or synchronization of (system or software) models and textual requirements, in this order 

from (from models to requirements)”[51]. 

S[7] To find out the empirical validation of the different aspects of software requirements based on context 

and research methods. 

S[8] To identify current research related to the management of the quality software requirements in areas 

of elicitation, dependencies, quality requirements metrics, cost estimation and prioritization. 

S[9] To find out the key implications of the RE practices, in the domain of software product line, to identify 

latest research trends, issues and the areas which need an improvement. 

S[10] To measure the automation level of existing software requirements engineering techniques and their 

application in the domain of Model-Driven development.  

S[11] “To identify and validate requirements for tool-supported product derivation”[56]. 

S[12] To report the evidence based research in the domain of security requirements and to provide a 

framework for new research activities.  

S[13] To classify the contributions in the domain of value based software engineering systematically and to 

investigate the practical usability and usefulness of the proposed solutions. 

S[14] “To provide a comprehensive and structured overview of cloud computing security requirements and 

solutions” [83]. 

S[15] To generate knowledge related to the application of requirements elicitation techniques by using 

results of the empirical studies on requirements elicitation.  
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S[16] “To identify gaps and opportunities related to prioritization to improve compliance, templates for 

generating law-compliant processes, general links between legal requirements, goal models, and 

business processes, and semi-automation of legal compliance and analysis”[60]. 

S[17] To find out the research studies which focus on transformation of requirements into analysis models, 

moreover, to highlight the different issues and to give future research directions. 

S[18] To find out the studies which focus on alignment of requirements specifications and testing of 

functional and non-functional requirements and to provide future research directions. 

S[19] To determine the different roles of creativity and to identify the impact of creativity techniques on 

requirements. 

S[20] The identification of requirements for process-tailoring notations and the analysis of the process-

tailoring mechanisms which are used to support process tailoring. 

S[21] “To depict a holistic state-of-the-art of requirement evolution management”[65]. 

S[22] “To examine requirements traceability definitions, challenges, tools and techniques”[66]. 

S[23] Focuses on service oriented requirements engineering in order to identify the service description 

problems and the techniques presented to solve these problems. 

S[24] To provide references of the wiki tool for research in distributed RE and to identify new research 

directions. 

S[25] The research focuses on identification of the research trends and research opportunities in 

requirements creativity approaches for RE. 

S[26] To provide an overview of recommendation systems with respect to their characteristics and validation 

for the RE process. 

S[27] To analyse the stakeholders’ identification methods for requirements elicitation. 

S[28] To collect knowledge about cumulative voting in order to support decision-making process and to 

propose a new method in order to detect the entities with same priority values. 

S[29] To focus on evolution in the domain of software requirements prioritization based on empirical 

evidence. 

S[30] To investigate the existing automated requirements elicitation techniques and to identify gaps. 

S[31] To investigate the Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE) approaches for problems of 

requirements selection and prioritization. 

S[32] To analyse the existing software requirements prioritization techniques based on their limitations, 

scales and processes. 

S[33] To analyse the stakeholder’s quantification techniques for value-based software development and to 

propose new research directions. 

S[34] To analyse the different considerations and their influence on the software requirements prioritization.  

S[35] To enable research community to understand the research trends in the domain of requirements 

modelling and analysis for self-adaptive systems. 

S[36] To focus on application of ontologies in RE domain for identification of addressed phases, languages, 

existing contributions, requirements modelling styles and benefits of the ontologies in RE domain. 

S[37] To find out a customized requirements prioritization criteria. 

S[38] To identify artifacts proposed for requirements prioritization. 

S[39] “To determine the degree of importance of the non-functional requirements” in the case of usability. 

The second part of the RQ1 is associated with the sub-objectives of the SLRs. Table 4 highlights the sub-objectives 

of the selected SLRs. 

Table. 4 Sub-objectives of the existing SLRs 

SLR Code Sub-objectives of the SLRs 

S[1] 1. To evaluate the systematic reviews for deeper understanding. 

2. To investigate the benefits of the systematic reviews in the domain of software engineering. 

3. To investigate the systematic reviews in the domain of software engineering and especially in 

the sub domain of software requirement prioritization.  
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4. To investigate the existing requirements prioritization approaches and the studies that are 

associated with these existing approaches. 

5. To conduct an SLR in order to find out the empirical evidences of the existing software 

requirement approaches. 

6. To propose a research framework that may help in facilitation of systematic reviews in future in 

the domain of software requirement prioritization.  

S[2] 1. To analyse the existing requirement prioritization techniques systematically in order to draw the 

results.  

2. The specific aim of the study is associated with the identification of the techniques that are 

presented for larger requirement sets. 

3. To evaluate the evidences presented for the said studies in order to measure the efficacy of the 

evidences. 

4. The evidences are used to draw general conclusions from the related studies. 

S[3] 1. To assess that at which level the requirement errors in the existing approaches are useful for an 

improvement. 

2. To identify the types of the errors reported so far in the literature.  

3. The investigation of the human errors contribution with respect to the human cognition and 

psychology.  

4. To present an error taxonomy.  

S[4] 1. To summarize the knowledge in the domain of RE techniques applied in the development of 

multi-agent systems. 

2. To evaluate the existing studies and find gaps for future research or investigation. 

3. To integrate the existing RE techniques with the existing analysis and design methodologies in 

order to develop more robust multi-agent systems. 

S[5] 1. To list all the RE technologies that exist so far. 

2. To analyse the sub-process areas that are focused by the RE technologies. 

3. To analyse the RE technologies based on their usage with respect to the project timeline. 

4. To analyse the current state of the evaluation of the RE technologies.  

5. To analyse the research methods that are used in the evaluation of the RE technologies.  

6. To analyse the context or setting of the RE technologies in which they are evaluated.  

7. To investigate the subjects (professionals) used in the evaluation of the RE technologies and 

their influence on the findings.  

8. To analyse the scale of the evaluation of the RE technologies.  

9. To analyse the realism based on the above-mentioned objectives of context, subjects, research 

method and scale. 

10. The evaluation descriptions of the RE technologies are understandable or not and the findings 

can be mapped to other environments. 

S[6] 1. To identify the value that is drawn on the generation of requirements specifications from 

different SE models. 

2. To identify the techniques used to build the initial software engineering models, corresponding 

textual requirements, documents and the transformation procedures[51].  

S[7] 1. To find out the quality aspects of the requirements specification process and product. 

2. To identify the study settings and problem domains for the investigated quality aspects. 

3. To find out the research method that was used for analysis of the aspects. 

S[8] 1. To find out the empirical investigations related to the quality requirements. 

2. To identify the empirical research methods used to evaluate quality requirements[53]. 

S[9] 1. To identify the RE methods/tools in the domain of software product lines. 

2. The identification of the evidence for adoption of the proposed methods. 

3. To find out the limitations of the current RE methods for software product line. 

S[10] 1. To identify the RE techniques used in model-driven development (MDD). 

2. To identify the level of automation of RE techniques used in MDD. 
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S[11] 1. To identify the key requirements for product derivation support in software product line 

engineering. 

2. To identify the relevance and relative importance of the requirements. 

3. To identify the analysis and realization of the requirements using existing tools. 

S[12] 1. To identify initiatives and experience reports in Software Engineering which consider security 

requirements from the beginning of the IS development. 

S[13] 1. To identify and classify software development process areas and sub-process areas in VBSE. 

2. To identify and classify contributions in VBSE. 

3. The identification and classification of research type. 

4. The identification of software development process areas and sub-process areas which require 

due consideration based on contributions and research types in the domain of VBSE. 

5. The identification of value dimensions, software development process areas and sub-process 

areas in VBSE. 

S[14] 1. To identify the types of the cloud security requirements presented in the literature. 

2. The identification of the offered solutions for the cloud security requirements. 

3. To identify the type of research conducted in the domain of cloud security requirements. 

S[15] 1. To identify the effectiveness of the software requirements elicitation techniques. 

S[16] 1. To identify the goal-oriented frameworks that establish and manage the legal compliance of 

organizations. 

2. To identify the goal modeling notations in order to model legal aspects and support compliance. 

3. To identify the guidelines for extracting legal requirements. 

4. To map the legal requirements to the goal models. 

5. To identify the “methods that provide templates for modeling compliant business process”[60]. 

6. To identify the “methods that help organizations prioritize instances of non-compliance” [60]. 

7. The identification of the tool support for compliance management. 

S[17] 1. To find out the approaches to transform requirements into analysis models. 

2. The identification of requirements representation ways used in the existing requirements 

transformation approaches. 

3. To find out the level of difficulty faced by the users in documentation of such requirements. 

4. The identification of the different tools available for requirements transformation. 

5. To identify the analysis models generated by the requirements transformation approaches.  

6. The identification of behavioural and structural aspects of a system given by a generated analysis 

model. 

7. The identification of intermediate models that are generated during requirements transformation. 

8. The identification of effect of intermediate models on transformation in terms of efficiency. 

9. Identify that either the transformation approaches are automated, semi-automated, automatable, 

or manual. 

10. Identify the different types of algorithms used in the requirements transformation approaches.  

11. Identification of the different steps used to transform requirements. 

12. Identification of the traceability management support in the existing requirements transformation 

approaches.  

13. Identification of empirical validation of the approaches based on case studies. 

14. Identification of the results of the case studies. 

15. To identify the research methods, other than case studies, used for evaluation purposes. 

16. To identify the limitations of the current requirements transformation approaches. 

17. The identification of the open issues for future research. 

S[18] 1. To identify the studies that focus on linking of specifications and requirements (functional and 

non-functional) testing. 

2. To identify the focused areas and level of their investigation. 

3. To identify the studies that focus on NFRs. 

4. To identify the perspectives that deals with alignment or traceability of requirements and testing. 

5. To identify the solutions presented for alignment of requirements and testing. 
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6. To identify the forum where the research is published. 

S[19] 1. The identification of influential creativity techniques for RE. 

2. To identify the importance of the creativity techniques for RE. 

3. To explore the ways to use creativity techniques for RE. 

4. To identify the future scope of creativity techniques for RE. 

S[20] 1. To identify the elements of the software process model for adaptation. 

2. To identify the tailoring operations of the existing software process models. 

3. Identify the modeling notations used in the existing software process models. 

4. Identification of the ways used to tailor the processes to meet the characteristics of the project 

or organization. 

S[21] 1. To identify the definition of requirements evolution. 

2. Identification of the activities of the requirements evolution management process[65]. 

3. To identify the ways to measure requirements evolution.  

S[22] 1. To identify, clarify and understand the requirements traceability and its techniques. 

2. To identify the factors that may hinder the implementation of requirements traceability 

techniques. 

S[23] 1. The identification of the existing service description methods. 

2. To identify the problems of the existing service description methods. 

3. To identify the pros and cons of the existing service description methods. 

S[24] 1. To identify the RE-specific wiki tools. 

2. To identify the prototypes used for development of RE-specific wiki tools. 

3. To identify the features of RE-specific wiki tools for RE activities. 

4. To identify the environments of the RE-specific wiki tools where they are used and developed. 

S[25] 1. To identify the existing studies to foster creativity in RE. 

2. To identify the implications of these studies in research and RE. 

3. To identify the pros and cons of the existing studies on creativity in RE. 

S[26] 1. To identify the recommendation systems for RE. 

2. To identify the RE activities being focused by the recommendation systems. 

3. To identify “the state of validation of recommendation systems”[84] for RE. 

4. To identify the different characteristics of the recommender systems. 

S[27] 1. To identify the methods or techniques for stakeholder’s identification in RE. 

2. To identify the recommended effective practices for stakeholder’s identification in RE. 

3. To identify the effects of wrong analysis of the stakeholders on quality of the requirements. 

4. To identify the necessary or proposed RE practices for stakeholder analysis. 

S[28] 1. To identify “the state of practice in empirical studies that use cumulative voting”[71]. 

2. To identify the methods used for analysis of the results of cumulative voting. 

3. To identify the equal priority of the requirements using equality in cumulative voting. 

S[29] 1. To identify the research areas in the domain of software requirements prioritization. 

2. To identify the different categories of the research articles related to the software requirements 

prioritization. 

3. To identify the different types of the empirical studies related to the software requirements 

prioritization. 

S[30] 1. To identify the “tool support for automated requirements elicitation from nature language 

documents”[73]. 

2. To analyse the existing research work in design and evolution perspectives. 

3. To categorise the automated requirements elicitation tools based on design and evolution 

perspectives. 

S[31] 1. To identify the modeling approaches for selection and prioritization of requirements with a 

special emphasis on SBSE. 

2. To identify the methods for selection and prioritization of requirements with a special emphasis 

on SBSE. 
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3. To identify the search approaches for selection and prioritization of requirements with a special 

emphasis on SBSE. 

S[32] 1. To identify the existing software requirements prioritization techniques. 

2. The identification of the descriptions and limitations of existing software requirements 

prioritization techniques. 

3. To explore the taxonomy of prioritization scales in the existing software requirements 

prioritization techniques. 

4. To explore the different prioritization processes used in the existing software requirements 

prioritization techniques. 

S[33] 1. To identify the stakeholder attributes reported in the existing studies. 

2. To identify the usage context of the stakeholder attributes. 

3. To identify the different types of the stakeholders. 

4. To identify the different metrics reported in the existing studies for stakeholder analysis. 

5. To identify the different issues related to the value-based software development. 

S[34] 1. To explore the different considerations taken into account for software requirements 

prioritization.  

2. To identify the different developments in the domain of software requirements prioritization 

artifacts. 

S[35] 1. To identify the time of research publications in the domain of modeling and analysis of self-

adaptive systems. 

2. To identify the venue of research publications in the domain of modeling and analysis of self-

adaptive systems. 

3. To identify the research group of research publications in the domain of modeling and analysis 

of self-adaptive systems. 

4. To identify the region distribution of research publications in the domain of modeling and 

analysis of self-adaptive systems. 

5. To identify the different modeling methods and RE activities in the domain of modeling and 

analysis of self-adaptive systems. 

6. To identify the different requirements quality attributes and application domains in the modeling 

and analysis of self-adaptive systems. 

7. To identify the different methods that are better applied and rigorously evaluated in the modeling 

and analysis of self-adaptive systems. 

8. To identify the different detailed RE activities in the modeling and analysis of self-adaptive 

systems. 

S[36] 1. Identification of the RE phases that are supported by the use of ontologies. 

2. The identification of the languages that are used in ontology-driven RE process. 

3. The identification of the existing contributions in the domain of ontology-driven RE process. 

4. The identification of the different RE styles supported by the use of ontologies. 

5. To identify the evidence of associated benefits with the use of ontologies in RE process. 

S[37] 1. “Which prioritization criteria are discussed in the requirements prioritization literature? [80]” 

S[38] 1. To identify the objectives of software requirements prioritization. 

2. To explore the published software requirements prioritization artifacts. 

3. To identify the theoretical foundations of published requirements prioritization artifacts. 

4. To identify the design characteristics of published requirements prioritization artifacts. 

5. To find out the factors that affect the requirements prioritization factor as a whole.    

S[39] 1. To identify the methods used for assessment of non-functional requirements (NFRs) of usability. 

2. To identify the procedures used for assessment of NFRs of usability. 

3. To identify the supporting tools for assessment of NFRs of usability. 

4. To find out the validation of the presented proposal either in an industrial or academic setting. 
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3.2 RQ2: Issues addressed in the RE SLRs 

In software engineering, there are several issues which need to be addressed in order to present acceptable and 

established paradigms. Hence, it is stated in [85] that “Software engineering does not yet have a widely recognized 

and widely appreciated set of research paradigms in the way that other parts of computer science do. That is, we don’t 

recognize what our research strategies are and how they establish their results”. There are different RE issues that are 

related to the inception phase, elicitation of the requirements, prioritization of the requirements, requirements 

creativity and so on. Based on the existing SLRs domains as shown in Table 2 the RQ2 is addressed and the results of 

the SLRs are given with a broader coverage based on these listed problem domains. 

3.2.1 Software stakeholder identification and quantification 

There are different issues that are stated in the research related to the stakeholders and software requirements. The 

three key problems of software requirements stated in the literature are comprehension, volatility and gaining[86-

88].Stakeholder identification and quantification is the key phase to improve the process of software requirements 

elicitation[89] and it helps to solve the problems as stated above. The identification of stakeholders is not carried out 

well and this results in incomplete set of requirements for software projects[90].In [70] a total of 47 studies discuss 

the stakeholder identification and quantification methods. Majority of the studies are not validated and it is difficult 

to analyse the impact of these studies on requirements elicitation[70]. Out of 47 papers 40 are grouped into three 

categories as stated in [91]. Out of 40 studies 6 studies are reported as that merely describes stakeholders without any 

analysis, identification and quantification process. Out of 40 studies 23 studies focus on interaction between 

stakeholders. Out of 40 studies 11 studies give an assessment of the stakeholders. Table 5 reports the issues related to 

stakeholder identification and quantification.  

Table. 5 Stakeholder identification and quantification issues 

SLR Code Reported Issues 

S[27] • Few stakeholder identification methods. 

• The existing methods are unstructured. 

• Lack of quantitative data analysis for stakeholder identification. 

• The existing studies on SI are not standardized and consequently the SI methods are also 

not standardized. 

• The existing studies on SI do not cover the same aspects. 

• Are not applicable to the same situations. 

• Lack of assignment of roles to the stakeholders. 

• Lack of stakeholders’ interaction analysis. 

• Lack of coverage of the human aspects in order to carry out SI. 

• Existing studies just characterize the stakeholders. 

• There are few methods that cover stakeholder assessment. 

• Missing important aspects. 

• There is an issue of identification of sufficient stakeholders. 

• Issue of documentation of the collected information related to the SI. 

• Lack of guidelines and standards for SI. 

• Existing studies only facilitates in identification of stakeholders. 

• The industry practices or standards like CMM, CMMi, BABOK, SWEBOK, ISO/IEC 

12207 do not explain SI methods. 

• Incorrect SI results in incomplete requirements and the relevant information will be 

omitted.  

S[33] • The existing SI approaches or methods are not systematic. 

• They are difficult to initiate. 

• Applied in different domains and are not feasible for all domains. 

• Cannot be adopted as a standard due to the issue of non-uniformity. 

• “There is still no SIP framework or uniform description”[92, 93]. 

• The existing SIQ approaches are complex and lack in low level details. 
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• The existing SIQ approaches present stakeholders at higher level of abstraction. 

• Incorrect results of existing SIQ approaches. 

• The SIQ approaches are time consuming and costly[5, 94]. 

• Most of the studies are carried out to explore the new stakeholders instead of starting from 

the scratch. 

 

3.2.2 Software requirements elicitation 

Software requirements elicitation process is used to find out the key requirements of the users for a given software 

system. The elicitation mechanism is based on interactions between user and system analyst. Different techniques are 

used to elicit the requirements like, view-points, interviews, prototyping, work groups and many others. The reported 

issues related to software requirements elicitation are shown in Table 6. 

Table. 6 Reported issues of software requirements elicitation 

SLR Code Reported Issues 

S[15] • The existing elicitation techniques are separate studies and their results are not presented 

in a combined form. 

• The usage criteria of different techniques[87], [95], [40], [96],  is not evidence based rather 

it is based on personal experiences and theory. 

S[30] • The existing software requirements elicitation process is time-consuming. 

• This existing elicitation process is error-prone. 

• The elicitation process is carried out manually. 

• Unclear and incomplete requirements may lead towards a total failure. 

3.2.3 Software requirements prioritization 

“Software requirements prioritization is an activity during which the most important requirements for the system 

(release) should be identified” [90]. Software requirements analysis is a key element in software development process. 

Hence about requirements F.P. Brooks says that “the hardest single part of building a software system is deciding 

what to build…. No other part of the work so cripples the resulting system if done wrong. No other part is more 

difficult to rectify later” [97]. Different issues related to the software requirements prioritization are reported in the 

systematic reviews and in order to overcome these issues new and innovative ways are presented. The issues associated 

with each prioritization technique are also highlighted in the SLRs. The reported issues of software requirements 

prioritization are highlighted in Table 7. 

Table. 7 Reported issues of software requirements prioritization 

SLR Code Reported Issues 

S[1] • There is a lack of empirical work in the domain of software requirements prioritization. 

• Most of the research studies focus on only two aspects of cost and importance while the 

other aspects of the requirements, like customer satisfaction, strategic, etc., are neglected. 

• The suitability of the techniques for different conditions is not highlighted. 

• Most of the techniques solve the problem of requirements prioritization with a set of 

requirements less than 20. Hence, it results in the scalability issue. 

• The existing studies lack in prioritizing detailed refined requirements rather the 

requirements at higher level or feature level are given considerations.  

• Most of the existing studies focus on functional requirements. There is a need to give due 

consideration to non-functional requirements. 

• It is difficult to generalize the effectiveness of any technique based on the presented results 

in different studies. 

• Most of the software requirements prioritization techniques are not applied in real 

scenarios or industrial settings. 

• There is no consideration of requirements dependencies in prioritization process. 
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• There is a lack of evidence on quality of the research in software requirements 

prioritization. 

S[2] • The roles and number of the participants in the evaluation of prioritization techniques are 

not specified. 

• Most of the techniques are evaluated based on a limited number of software requirements. 

• It is not specified when the software requirements prioritization process is carried out. 

S[28] • “Few studies present prioritization of more than 30 items and the availability of research 

data is somewhat limited” [98]. 

S[29] • There is a limited research in the domain of tool evaluation for software requirements 

prioritization. 

• The case studies do not focus on the ease of use as a key factor in order to evaluate a 

requirements prioritization method.  

• The factors of scalability, understandability, learnability and fault tolerance are not given 

due consideration during evaluation of different requirements prioritization approaches. 

• Moreover, the aspects of requirements dependencies and stakeholders point of views are 

not addressed properly. 

• The granularity level of the requirements is very high in the existing research studies and 

the low-level details are not given. 

• There is no research on the relevance of the attributes to evaluate the different 

requirements prioritization methods. 

S[31] • The next release problem. 

• Multiple objective next release problem 

• Problem of release planning. 

• Issue of prioritization of requirements. 

• Issue of requirements interaction management. 

S[32] • Analytical Hierarchy Process technique is time consuming when the number of 

requirements increases and is not scalable [99-101].  

• The complexities of the goal graphs, in attribute goal-oriented requirement analysis 

technique, are not managed efficiently [102]. 

• The benefit and cost prediction technique does not consider requirements evolution and 

weighting of requirements using a scale [103]. 

• Binary Search Tree does not assign any priority value to requirements [100]. Moreover, it 

is complex and not scalable [104, 105].  

• Binary priority list does not consider dependencies of the requirements and the priority 

criterion is based on just one attribute [106]. It is also not scalable [107].  

• Case-Based Ranking technique is not scalable [108]. 

• Correlation-based priority assessment framework does not focus on requirements priority 

having negative correlations [109]. 

• Cost-value ranking is time consuming and non-scalable [101]. 

• In cognitive driven requirements prioritization, the weights are not aggregated and 

globalized by using some method during prioritization [110]. 

• The EVOLVE technique induces computational complexity [111] and its effectiveness 

needed to be tested in a highly complex industrial setting [112]. 

• Fuzzy AHP is not scalable and interdependencies are not tackled [113].    

• Hierarchy AHP results in judgemental errors [99]. 

• Interactive requirements prioritization technique is unable to conduct sufficient 

experimentation [114]. 

• Lanchester theory is unable to describe relative values of the linguistic terms which may 

help in finding out the relative weights of the requirements [31]. 

• Minimal Spanning Tree is more prone to judgemental errors [99]. 
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• Multi-criteria Preference Analysis Requirements Negotiation technique is unable to detect 

inconsistencies in the ranking values [21, 115]. 

• Multi-objective next release problem technique does not provide a complete list of 

prioritized requirements rather a subset of the requirements, for the next release planning, 

is selected [22]. 

• In Numerical Assignment technique the ranking is based on categories like high, medium 

and low which results in confusion [99, 116]. 

• Pairwise analysis technique is complex and the results are unreliable [101].  

• Planning Game technique is not scalable and is unable to prioritize a set of large number 

of requirements [100]. 

• In Priority Groups technique there is no consistency in the judgment of the decision maker 

[99]. 

• Quality Functional Deployment technique is not scalable and the inconsistencies are 

common [21]. Moreover, it is applied to small systems or sub-systems [23]. 

• The Ranking technique is not scalable. Moreover, it does not show a significant or relative 

difference among prioritized requirements [24]. 

• The requirements triage does not recall results and is prone to errors [107, 117]. 

• Requirement Uncertainty Prioritization Approach is not scalable and is only suitable for 

small projects with few requirements [118]. 

• Round the Group Prioritization technique is also not scalable [26, 101].   

• Simple Multi-criteria Rating Technique by Swing is also not scalable and is unable to 

detect inconsistencies [21].  

• Software Engineering Risk Understanding and Management technique is unable to cater 

requirements dependencies [27].  

• Hundred Dollar Test or Cumulative Voting technique is not scalable [24, 26]. 

• Technique for Ordering from Similarity to Ideal Solution is unable to organize 

requirements in a hierarchical fashion. Moreover, the technique is unable to update the 

ranks for newly evolved requirements [119, 120]. 

• The Top Ten Requirements technique is ambiguous as the weights are not assigned in the 

ranking process [30]. 

• Value-based Requirements Prioritization technique is unable to organize the requirements 

in a hierarchical form. Moreover, the report generation and pre-requisite handling is poor 

[119]. 

• Value-Oriented Prioritization technique is unable to handle requirements dependencies 

[111]. Moreover, the technique is not scalable [100].  

• Value-based Intelligent Requirements Prioritization technique does not categorise the 

ranked requirements [43]. 

• Weighted Critical Analysis technique does not cater for requirements dependencies. 

• Wieger’s Method can be easily manipulated by a particular stakeholder in order to achieve 

his or her goals [100]. 

• In WinWin method it is very difficult to reach to a consensus due to the involvement of 

biased stakeholders and the prioritization results in inconsistent ranking of the 

requirements [21, 31].  

S[34] • It is required to automate the different approaches in order to use them in the real context 

in the industry. Hence, there is a lack of the automation of the existing software 

requirements prioritization techniques. 

S[37] • The determination of a customized requirements prioritization criteria is time consuming 

[121]. 

• The criteria identification is based on gut feeling which may result in errors and there is a 

risk to select wrong criteria for requirements prioritization [121]. 
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3.2.4 Software requirements creativity 

To develop a software product the innovation must be given due consideration. For innovation, the requirements 

are analysed by applying creative techniques. Creative RE techniques help to produce innovative ideas that may yield 

high business values. Creativity is the part and parcel of RE as the innovative requirements are explored, for the new 

system, in this phase [122]. The SLRs conducted on creative software requirements techniques have reported different 

issues that are shown in Table 8. 

Table. 8 Reported issues of software requirements creativity 

SLR Code Reported Issues 

S[19] • There is a lack of creative techniques for unclear requirements [123].  

• In order to cope with the issues of software complexity and market competitions the 

innovative RE techniques are required.  

S[25] • There is a need to integrate the tools with RE in order to support creativity. 

• To investigate about new creativity tools to solve the issue of filtered ideas that, do not 

contribute towards RE goals or objectives. 

• There is also a need to categorize the creativity techniques based on the RE processes. 

• The existing RE creativity techniques are time consuming because they need enough time 

for preparation. 

3.2.5 Security requirements 

The internet cloud is connecting millions and trillions of devices for communication and this connectivity may 

result in severe security issues and may face threats by security hackers in the form of malicious code and terrorism 

[124]. There is a need to integrate RE process with the security concerns in order to develop a system that may stand 

against cyber-crimes. The reported issues of security requirements are highlighted in Table 9.  

Table. 9 Reported issues of security requirements 

SLR Code Reported Issues 

S[12] • Issue of security breaches for the information systems [125]. 

• Vulnerability to the threats like malicious hackers, cyber terrorists and code writers [126]. 

• The security breaches may result in huge financial losses and threats to human beings [126].  

• One of the main highlighted issue is the “security is dealt with when the system has already 

been designed and put into operation” [127]. 

• There is a lack of understanding of the real security requirements. 

• Developers design the solutions based on security mechanisms and the declarative 

propositions are ignored with respect to the required level of security [128]. 

• For non-functional security requirements there is a dire need of security expertise [61].  

S[14] • The issue of access control in “which the system limits access to its resources only to 

authorized entities” [129]. 

• The issue of attack/harm detection is taken into account in order to detect, record and to 

notify requirements after a successful attack or attempt [128]. 

• The issue of integrity is highlighted in which the protection of components is taken into 

account from intentional unauthorized acts that may harm data. 

• The issue of security auditing is presented in which the use of security mechanism is 

audited by evaluating different events that are related to the security [128].   

• The issue of privacy is highlighted in which the unauthorized users are prevented to access 

the sensitive data or information. 

• The issue of non-repudiation is concerned with the requirements to prevent the party 

“interaction with the cloud to deny the interaction” [129]. 
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3.2.6 Miscellaneous  

Under the umbrella of this section different issues have been covered related to the RE domains like requirements 

traceability, information errors, requirements evolution or change and so on. Table 10 highlights the issues related to 

the sub-domains like traceability, information errors, requirements evolution and requirements change. 

Table. 10 Issues related to miscellaneous sub-domains of RE 

SLR Code Reported Issues 

S[3] • Different software error information methods are reported which “indicates that knowledge 

of the source of faults is useful for process improvement” [130]. The presented methods are 

unable to “provide a formal process to assist developers in finding and fixing errors” [130]. 

• Another drawback of these methods is that they depend on a fault sample for identification 

of errors that is cost intensive, people-intensive and useful however, some errors are 

overlooked instead of the detailed list of errors [98, 130-135].  

• Nine error information methods are reported that resolve different limitations however, 

there other limitations that are associated with them. Existing methods do not provide 

sufficient documentation related to the problem reports and inspected results; moreover, the 

dependence on historical data is very high [98, 132, 135-137]. 

• The cost of causal analysis implemented through actions is about 0.5% to 1.5% of the 

budget, hence, a start-up investment is highly desirable [98, 132, 133, 135].  

• Experienced manpower is required to find out the main causes of failure [134]. 

S[5] • The research related issue is highlighted. It is shown “that new technologies are presented 

once and that replication by other authors or additional evaluations are not common”. 

• It is difficult to find out the requirements before initiation of the project and the selection 

of a relevant analysis tool becomes useless [138]. 

S[6] • There is a lack of research on interconnecting different requirements models and more 

research is required to find out the ways to integrate different requirements engineering 

techniques [139]. 

S[8] • “The handling and balance of quality requirements are important and difficult part of 

requirements engineering process” [111]. 

S[9] • Studies related to RE for software product lines are not clearly reported hence it is difficult 

to reach to a specific conclusion about SPLs. 

• There is a lack of evidence of effectiveness of RE approaches for SPLs. 

• Difficult to build a confidence of the researchers, in terms of adoption, about a proposed 

method for RE in the domain of SPLs. 

S[10] • Different methods and techniques have been proposed in the domain of model driven 

development (MDD) but only few discussed the role of RE in MDD. 

S[11] • In the domain of SPLs only few approaches and tools exist for product derivation. 

• No focus on how to utilize the SPLs effectively rather the major focus is on scope, definition 

and development of SPLs. 

• The product derivation process is “slow and error prone even if no new development is 

involved”.  

S[13] • Most of the practices in the domain of software engineering are carried out in a value neutral 

settings which result in project failures. 

S[17] • In model driven development the transformation from requirements to analysis model is 

not taken into account where as in MDD the analysis model is a starting point and code is 

an ending point [140]. 

S[18] • Software errors may result in irreparable losses hence there is a need to align RE and testing. 

S[20] • The existing process reference models are generic and have mechanism limitations in terms 

of adaptation of the processes with respect to the needs of organizational units and project 

goals and environments. 
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S[21] • Requirements evolution may result in higher costs, schedule slips,  

S[22] • There is no immediate effect of requirements traceability on developmental process [141]. 

• There is a lack of resources, cost, time for requirements traceability and coordination too. 

The developmental methods are informal and there is no standardization [142].  

• Lack of team coordination, results in more costs. Moreover, it is difficult to manage too 

many links due to excessive traceability [143]. 

• The manual requirements traceability is very costly [144, 145]. 

• Requirements change results in inappropriate information to make decisions [146]. 

• The problems of tracing back to the sources [147]. 

• Issue of requirements traceability adaptation [148]. 

• The non-functional requirements cannot be traced [149]. 

• The factors related to organization, environment and technicality [150]. 

• Challenges associated with the requirements management [151]. 

• The issue of responsibility to identify requirements and to start with and the requirements 

change. The knowledge loss if the main employer vanishes from the scene [152].  

 S[23] • There is a lack of description of the behaviours [153, 154]. 

• Requirements specifications are not precise [155]. 

• The service description methods are producer only centric [156, 157]. 

• The dynamic adaptability lacks in existing service description methods and do not support 

situation awareness [158-161]. 

• There exists a gap in IT and business oriented service realizations [162-165].  

• In syntactic description there is a lack of semantics and the methods fail in description of 

QoS [158-160, 166-174]. 

S[24] • To narrow down communication gap due to global or distributed scenarios. 

• How to manage the distributed phases of the requirements engineering [139, 175]? 

S[26] • In case of recommendation systems for RE most of the techniques are validated based on 

academic experiments and the rest are not validated. There is a dire need that the validations 

must be carried out in industrial settings. 

S[35] • The RE for self-adapting systems (SASs) still lacks research. 

• There must be research on model and context uncertainty. 

• There is a need to focus on “reasoning with context uncertainty”. 

• The research must be carried out in the domain of “requirements-driven adaptation with 

context uncertainty”. 

• The other research issue is to focus on “requirements-driven architecture adaptation and 

requirements-driven evolution”. 

• There is need to present quantitative models and representations for RE of SASs. 

• It is also required to explore that how one can improve “the quality of modeling methods 

and RE activities” for SASs.  

S[36] • There is a lack of knowledge about the use of ontologies in the domain of RE.  

3.3 RQ3: Affiliations of the SLRs 

RQ3 shows the detailed affiliations of different universities, research institutes and countries involved in 

conducting SLRs. Moreover, the publication forum and sources are also shown in Table 11.  

Table. 11 Research Studies per Publication Source 

Study Code Publication Forum Total 

Studies 

Publication Source 

S[1], S[13] Blekinge Institute of Technology Sweden 2 Blekinge Institute of 

Technology 
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S[2] Auckland University of Technology New 

Zealand 

1 Auckland University of 

Technology 

S[3], S[6], 

S[9], S[11], 

S[28], S[30], 

S[32], 

Information and Software Technology 7 Elsevier 

S[5], S[17], 

S[38] 

Requirements Engineering, Springer 3 Springer 

S[7] Third International Symposium on Empirical 

Software Engineering and Measurement 

1 IEEE 

S[8] 36th EUROMICRO Conference on Software 

Engineering and Advanced Applications 

1 IEEE 

S[10] Model driven engineering languages and systems, 

LNCS 

1 Springer 

S[12] Computer Standards & Interfaces 1 Elsevier 

S[14] Sixth International Conference on Research 

Challenges in Information Science (RCIS) 

1 IEEE 

S[15] IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering 1 IEEE Computer Society 

S[33] IET Software 1 IET 

S[16] Fourth International Workshop on Requirements 

Engineering and Law (RELAW 2011) 

1 IEEE 

S[18] Fourth International Conference on Software 

Testing, Verification and Validation Workshops 

1 IEEE Computer Society 

S[19] IEEE/OSA/IAPR International Conference on 

Informatics, Electronics & Vision 

1 IEEE 

S[20] Software Quality Journal 1 Springer 

S[21] 16th International Conference on Evaluation & 

Assessment in Software Engineering (EASE 

2012) 

1 IET 

S[22] International Journal of Software Engineering 

and Knowledge Engineering 

1 World Scientific 

S[4], S[23], 

S[35], S[37], 

Requirements Engineering: Foundation for 

Software Quality, LNCS 

4 Springer 

S[24] Wuhan University, Wuhan, China, Tech. Rep 1 Wuhan University 

S[25] Proceedings of the 27th Annual ACM 

Symposium on Applied Computing 

1 ACM 

S[26] International Conference on Software and System 

Process (ICSSP) 

1 IEEE 

S[27] The Journal of Systems and Software 1 Elsevier 

S[29] Third International Workshop on Empirical 

Requirements Engineering (EmpiRE) 

1 IEEE  

S[31] 5th International Symposium, SSBSE 2013 1 Springer 

S[34] International Journal of Software Engineering 

and its Applications 

1 SERSC 

S[36] Brazilian Symposium on Software Engineering 1 IEEE 

S[39] International Journal of Advanced Research in 

Computer Science 

1 - 

Table 12 highlights the detailed description of the universities, research centres and countries who have written 

SLRs in the domain of RE. The name and the country of the research institute is selected based on the corresponding 

author in case if there is a corresponding author otherwise, the affiliations are shown based on the first author. 
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Table. 12 Active research institutes in SLR on software requirements engineering 

Affiliations Research Studies Total 

Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden S[1], S[2], S[13], S[19], S[22], 

S[28] 

6 

University of Alabama, Computer Science, USA S[3] 1 

Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Spain S[4], S[7], S[10] 3 

Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden S[5] 1 

Universidad de Murcia, Spain S[6] 1 

Lund University, Lund, Sweden S[8] 1 

Universidad de Brasília, Brazil S[9] 1 

Johannes Kepler University, Austria S[11] 1 

University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain S[12], S[20] 2 

University of Twente, Netherlands S[14], S[23] 2 

Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain S[15] 1 

University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada S[16] 1 

Simula Research Laboratory, University of Oslo, Norway S[17] 1 

Chalmers and Gothenburg University, Sweden S[18] 1 

Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China S[21] 1 

Wuhan University, Wuhan, China  S[24] 1 

Federal University of Pernambuco Recife, Brazil S[25] 1 

University of Calgary, Canada S[26] 1 

Technological University of the Mixtec Region, Mexico S[27] 1 

Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy S[29] 1 

University of Mannheim, Germany S[30] 1 

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor, Malaysia S[32], S[33] 2 

Federal University of Bahia Brazil S[31] 1 

Xavier Institute of Management Bhubaneswar, India  S[34], S[38] 2 

Institute of Mathematics, Academy of Maths and Syst. Sci., 

Chinese Academy of Sciences, China 

S[35] 1 

Universidade Federal de Campina Grande. Campina Grande, PB, 

Brasil 

S[36] 1 

Fraunhofer IESE, Fraunhofer Platz 1, 67663 Kaiserslautern, 

Germany 

S[37] 1 

Empresa de Tecnologías de la Información y Servicios 

Telemáticos Avanzados, CITMATEL, Cuba 

S[39] 1 

Table 13 highlights the research in the domain of RE SLRs based on countries and shows the leading countries at 

the top. Sweden, Spain and Brazil are the leading countries that are conducting research in the domain of RE SLRs. 

However, the countries considered as main hub for research like China and USA have published a small number of 

SLRs in the domain of RE. 

Table. 13 Country wise SLR research 

Country   Total 

Sweden   9 

Spain   7 

Brazil   4 

China   3 

Germany   2 

Malaysia  - 2 

Netherlands   2 
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Canada   2 

India   2 

USA   1 

Austria   1 

Norway   1 

Mexico   1 

Italy   1 

4. CONCLUSION 

This research paper serves as a mini encyclopaedia for fresh or inexpert researchers in the domain of RE. Section 

4 discusses the different research directions that may be considered by newbies to carry out research in RE. Based on 

the data, described above in Section 3 especially in RQ1 we may consider different research terminologies that may 

help to inexpert researchers to understand these research terms. After getting a knowledge of existing objectives and 

sub-objectives mentioned in the RQ1 can be reconsidered in order to improve RE research in the form of 

enhancements. The purpose of this research is to present a holistic view of the goals, objectives and issues related to 

the software requirements engineering in different perspectives. Research has been carried out in all spheres of RE 

and different articles, conference papers, reviews and systematic reviews have been written in this important domain. 

However, the aggregation of systematic reviews about RE has not been presented previously at any forum. RE is 

considered as vital for the success and failure of a software system. The research studies are carried out with a number 

of objectives and sub-objectives to present knowledge to the intended community. It is too laborious to go through all 

the SLRs and find out the focus objectives and sub-objectives of different SLRs. Moreover, with these objectives and 

sub-objectives of the research dimension different issues related to RE are also highlighted. There was a dire need to 

aggregate the presented knowledge in the field of RE with respect to the SLRs. A total of 39 key SLRs were found 

and the knowledge about objectives, sub-objectives and issues is presented in the form of a new SLR in this research 

study. This research study will serve as a mini encyclopaedia for new researchers to easily find out the objectives and 

issues focused in the previous SLRs and may choose research directions for their future research.   
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